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Abstract. Cerebral dysfunction is one of the major concerns associated with radiotherapy of brain tumours. 
However, little is known about the neurochemical basis of brain dysfunction induced by proton irradiation. We here 
investigated the early consequences of brain damages caused by a proton beam. Brains of male wistar rats were 
locally irradiated with a 70 MeV proton beam. The irradiation dose was set at level known to produce vascular change 
followed by necrosis, which appeared the late period after irradiation with 30 Gy. The eight-arm radial maze task in 
irradiated rats was used. In order to assess the preservation (recall) of memory, the rats that showed the spatial 
cognition were irradiated. The impairment of the preservation memory was not observed in the irradiated rats 
compared to the control ones 24 hrs after irradiation. Repeated measures of two-way ANOVA of correct choices and 
number of errors showed no differences between the control group and 30 Gy irradiated group. In order to assess the 
acquisition process of memory and working memory for the platform location in the water maze, the task was started 
on the 24 hrs after irradiation. In the learning task (the acquisition process of memory), there was no difference 
between the control group and irradiated group in the latency to platform. The rats that memorized the location of the 
standard position were irradiated, and the impairment of the long-term memory was not observed in the irradiated 
rats compared to the control ones 24 hrs after irradiation. However, the irradiated rats required a substantially 
longer time finding out the platform than the control rats when the platform was placed in a non-standard position. 
From this it follows that a proton dose of 30 Gy impaired the working memory of rats. The function of muscarinic 
acetylcholine receptors was analyzed by in vivo binding assay using radioligand quinuclidinyl benzilate ([3H]QNB). 
The irradiated rats were intravenously injected with 5.5 MBq of [3H]QNB on the 24 hrs after the irradiation. 
Autoradiographic studies showed a transitional increase of [3H]QNB in-vivo binding in the early phase after proton 
irradiation. On the other hand, no change in in-vitro [3H]QNB binding was seen in the autoradiogram of brain slices 
from the irradiated rats. The cerebral blood flow and the histopathological change in the brain appeared at 5 or 6 
months after irradiation. These results indicate that the relation between behavioral impairment caused by radiation 
is closely related to the early change in the receptor function which could be detected in in-vivo conditions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cerebral dysfunction is one of the major concerns 
associated with the radiotherapy of brain tumors and 
acute lymphoblastic leukemia. Side effects, such as 
learning impairment and cognitive dysfunction, are 
reported on the central nervous system (CNS) tissue 
after the exposure to radiation during cancer therapy 
(1-4). Children with acute lymphoblastic leukaemia 
who receive whole-brain irradiation often develop a 
neuropsychological deficit and learning disability (5, 6). 
The cognitive impairment stated above may relate to 
the hippocampus damage caused by X-rays, because 
the hippocampus is critical for the spatial navigation 

and the cognition functions in animals and humans 
(7-9).  

Radiation damage of the CNS in animal models are 
reported for low linear energy transfer (LET) beams 
irradiation, such as X and gamma rays. However, there 
are few reports of a radiation injury after high-LET 
which, in general, produces stronger biological 
effectiveness than low-LET beams and is used to treat 
brain tumour. Therefore, it is important to determine 
the effect of the proton beam on the brain function. 

The radiation-induced CNS damage generally 
appears from several months to years after irradiation. 
Late radiation-damage is mainly restricted to white 
matter and vasculature effects including edema, 
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necrosis and demyelination (10-12). Late damages are a 
limiting factor in radiotherapy. The extent and latent 
period between the exposure and appearance of 
brain-damage legions appear to be dependent upon the 
radiation dose in animal models. The pathogenesis of 
the radiation injury is categorized into the following 
two theories (12, 13): (1) that demyelination of axons 
and white matter necrosis gradually develop with time; 
and (2) that irradiation primarily damages the 
vasculature that, in turn, induces ischemia following by 
necrosis. Histopathological and behavioral changes are 
main end points to investigate the mechanisms of the 
delayed-irradiation brain damage in animal models.  

Many reports demonstrate that the progressive 
deterioration of memory function over 7 months after 
whole-brain irradiation with 20-30 Gy of X-rays in rats 
(13, 14), using the water maze task. However, there are 
few studies on the learning ability and early effect by 
proton beam irradiation, a high LET beam has been 
reported to have greater biological effects on CNS than 
X-ray. Therefore, the aim of the present study is to 
assess early effects of local irradiation with proton 
beams on the learning ability with ACh receptor 
binding. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Animals and irradiation procedure 

Male Wistar rats (8–9 weeks of age) were 
anesthetized with 50 mg/kg of pentobarbital. A group 
of rats was fixed horizontally on the plastic board and 
exposed to 70 MeV energy proton beams. The 
deterioration of the eyesight and the decline of the 
muscle force influence the memory assessment, the 
water maze task can not be examined when irradiation 
disordered a motor function and life activity. Therefore, 
the whole brain, excluding the eyes and brain stem, was 
irradiated through a circular collimator (10 mm 
diameter) in Fig. 1.  

 
Figure 1. The irradiated area 

The irradiated area was adjusted to be at the depth 
of 0-6 mm from the surface of skin (Fig. 1B). The 
control rats were also anaesthetized and received sham 
irradiation. Details of the irradiation procedures are 
given in Takahashi et al (15). All animal experiments 
were carried out with the permission and under the 
regulation of the Institutional Committee for Animal 
Safety and Welfare of the National Institute of 
Radiological Sciences, and in accordance with the 
Regulations on Appropriate Animal Breeding and 
Treatment, Ministry Office of Japan. 

2.2. Eight-arm radial maze and water maze task 

The eight-arm radial maze task was used in 
irradiated rats. In order to assess the long-term 
memory, the rats that memorized the spatial cognition 
were irradiated with proton beam, it were examined 
from 24 hours later (Fig. 2). 

 

 
Figure 2. Eight-arm radial maze task 

Irradiated and control rats were trained to find a 
clear Plexiglas platform (9 cm diameter) submerged 1.5 
cm under the surface of water in a Morris water maze 
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(120 cm diameter, 50 cm high, with 25 cm depth of 
water). The water maze was filled with room 
temperature water. The swim path was recorded by a 
CAT-10 image analyzing system (MUROMACHI CO., 
LTD, JAPAN), which computed the following 3 
parameters, the latency to reach the platform, distance 
swum, and swim speed. Swim speed (distance/latency) 
provided an index of motor function. The latency to 
reach the platform was recorded with the cut-off time 
platform within 120 s, it was placed on the platform and 
forced to remain there for 30 s.  

The reference and working memory task were used 
to assess the preservation (recall) of memory at the 
early phase after irradiation. The rats that 
well-memorized the location of the standard position 
and could reach the platform within 20 seconds were 
irradiated with proton ions. The reference and working 
memory were assessed at 24 hr after irradiation. For 
the reference memory task, the platform was placed in 
standard positions and rats were given four trials. For 
the working memory task, the platform was placed in 
non-standard positions and rats were given four trials. 
The first trial in the working memory task provided 
information about the platform location and rats were 
required to match this position on the subsequent 
trials. The working memory was assessed by the 
improvement in the latency between Trial 1 and the 
matching to position in Trial 2.  

 

 
Figure 3. Water maze task 

2.3. ACh receptor binding assay 

The animals were fixed horizontally, and focal 
irradiation was performed on the right-brain 
hemisphere (circular field, 10 mm in diameter) with a 
70-MeV proton beam. For the in-vitro binding study, 
brain slices were prepared from irradiated rats (24 hr 
post-radiation), and incubated with 1 nM of [3H] QNB 
for 60 min at 4°C, and autoradiograms were obtained. 
The in-vivo binding of [3H] QNB was measured by 
autoradiography. In the autoradiography study, 
irradiated rats were intravenously injected with 5.5 
MBq of [3H] QNB at 24 hr or 2 weeks after the 
irradiation, and decapitated 60 min after the tracer 
injection. The brains were quickly removed and frozen. 
Coronal sections (20 micro-m) were prepared and 
placed in contact with an imaging plate. The regions of 
interest were drawn on the autoradiograms, and the 
quantitative analysis of radioactivity in each region was 
performed. 

 
Figure 4. ACh receptor binding assay in vivo 

2.4. Statistical analysis 

Results were expressed as means ± SEM. The 
significance of differences between the control group 
and irradiated group was analyzed with the unpaired 
t-test for the preservation of memory, reference 
memory and working memory task. Two-way repeated 
ANOVA was used for each parameter of the acquisition 
of place task. A P-value of less than 0.05 was considered 
to be statically significant. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Eight-arm radial maze and water maze task 

The eight-arm radial maze task in irradiated rats 
was used. In order to assess the long-term memory, the 
rats that memorized the spatial cognition were 
irradiated. At 24 hr after irradiation, the impairment of 
the long-term memory was not observed in the 
irradiated rats compared to the control. Repeated 
measures of two-way ANOVA of correct choices and 
number of errors showed no differences between the 
control group and 30 Gy irradiated group (Fig. 2).  
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In the water maze task, animals were assessed 24 hr 
after irradiation, to assess the early-term effects of 
radiation-induced cerebral dysfunction. The acquisition 
of the place task from 24 hr after irradiation, latency to 
reach the platform was not different between the 
control (n=8) and irradiated group (n=12). In the 
working memory task, control rats showed matching 
the position and rapid spatial learning, so that latency 
to the platform decreased significantly on trial 2. 
Post-hoc analysis revealed that the swimming time 
during the first and second trials (first: P=0.374; 
second: P<0.05 for unpaired t-test) was longer in the 
irradiated group than the control group. These results 
indicated that the irradiated group was selectively 
impaired in the working memory, but not the reference 
memory. Many reports suggest that the 
radiation-induced damage generally develops from 
several months to years after irradiation (12-14, 16). 
Behavioral and histological studies of the early effect 
are rarely reported. Behavioral testing in the water 
maze at 24 hrs after irradiation, learning ability showed 
no difference between the control group and irradiated 
group. However, we found that the irradiated rats 
showed the definitive impairment of the working 
memory 24 hrs after irradiation in the water maze, did 
not recall the spatial information from the long-term 
memory (reference memory). However, the neuronal 
degeneration was not observed in the hippocampus.  

3.2. ACh receptor binding assay 

We reported that no significant differences of in 
vitro binding of [3H] QNB were seen between the 
irradiated and non-irradiated sides (17). As shown in 
Fig. 4, a significant increase in radioactivity in the 
cerebral cortex was observed in the irradiated side of 
the intact brain 24 hrs after irradiation. This 
accumulation seemed to be due to a increase in the 
specific binding of [3H]QNB to muscarinic 
acetylcholine receptors. An increase in [3H]QNB 
binding induced by proton-beam irradiation was 
transiently observed in the early phase after irradiation. 
The most important finding is that an increase in [3H] 
QNB binding caused by irradiation can only be detected 
in the intact brain. In the cholinergic system, such as 
choline acethyltransferase and ACh receptor, it plays 
important roles in learning and spatial cognition 
(18-20). We indicated that a transitional increase of 
mACh receptor in vivo binding in the early phase at 24 
hrs after irradiated with the proton beam at a dose of 30 
Gy. No change in in-vitro mACh receptor binding is 
seen in autoradiogram of brain slices from irradiated 
rats. The cerebral blood flow and the histlogical features 
of the brain were also changed at 5 or 6 months 
post-irradiation. These data suggest that the relation 
between behavioral impairment caused by radiation is 
closely related to an early change in the receptor 
function which could be detected in in-vivo condition. 
These results furthermore indicated that the deficit in 
the working memory may be detected in the absence of 
histopathological damage, associated with the 
neurogenesis and neuronal receptor function. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We demonstrated that irradiated rats showed the 
definitive impairment of the working memory 24 hr 

after irradiation in the water maze, while neuronal 
degeneration was not observed. However, the early 
changes in ACh receptor function induced by 
irradiation were only detected in vivo. These results 
indicated that the relation between the behavioral 
impairment caused by radiation is closely related to the 
early change in receptor function which could be 
detected in in-vivo condition. The neuro-receptor 
imaging with positron emission tomography (PET) or 
single photon emission tomography (SPECT) enabled 
the evaluation of receptor function in the living human 
brain. The aim of this study was to develop a method for 
the early detection of brain dysfunction caused by 
irradiation, by examining whether the receptor binding 
in the intact brain is altered by irradiation. 
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